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IMPROVED CALCULATION OF THE PROMPT FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRUM
FROM THE SPONTANEOUS F1SS1ON OF zszCfi PRELIMINARY RESULTS

David G. Madland
Tkoretical Division, Los AlarswsNationat Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA

~ An improved calculation is prcaented for the prompt fission neutron spectrum N(E)
from the spontaneous fission of ~~. In this calculation the fission-spectrum mcdcl of Madhmd
and NIXis used, but with several improvemesttaleadin to a physically mom accurate representation

&of the spectrum. SpecMcally, the contsibudom to N ) from the entire fission-fragment mass and
charge distributions will be calculated instead of calculating on the basis of a seven-point approxi-
mation to the peaks of these distributions as has been done in the past. Therefore, values of the
energy release m fission, fission-fragment kinetic energy, and compound nucleus cross section for
the inverse process will bc considered on a “ t-by-point basis over the fragment yield distribu-

rtions instead of considering averages of ese quantities over the peaks of the distributions,
Preliminary results will be prcaentcd and compared with a measurement an earlier calculation, and
a recent evaluation of the spectmm.

(Keywords: calculation, prompt fission neutron spectrum, spontaneous fission, 25~Cf)

The prompt fission~neutrm spcctsum N(E) from the
spontaneous fhion of 2~~Cfis important due to its uac aa a
standard ne@on field. In addition, becauw of extensive ex-
perimental stdies on thiss ~ it is used as a testcasein

rthe development of theore cal models of prompt fission neu-
tron s

F
tra for spomancous ●s well aa neutron-induced fls-

slon. n this paper, a meaauremett~ an earlier calculation, an
evaluation, and prelitnin results f%oman impmved calctda-
tion of N(E) for the 25&&) maetion are presented and com-
pared.

Our previous calculationsl-s of the txompt fission
neutron spectrum have utilized input parameters baaed upon
average values of the fission-fragment mass, charge, and
kinetic energy distributions, ht asticular, values of &e

k
average energy release in fission, < and the total avemge
fission-fragment kinetic energy, <Ef , have been used
instead of the spe:!fic values occurring from all possible
binary mass * charge divisions in fission. Likewise, the
calculations of the inverse procew to neutron emission,
compound nucleus hrmetion, have been restricted to two
nuclei: the average central light fragment and the avers e
:entral heav fragment.

J
J!FinalIy, it wsa noted that in e

/icinity of e average fra ments, the avenge numbers of
fncutsons emittedfmtnthe1ght and heavy figments am ap

proxhrtate!y equal. The spectrum N(E) has therefore been
given by the average of the spectra calculated horn the light
and heavy !hgmcnta, namely

N(E) - * [N(E,E~,t$) + N(E,E~,#) ], (1)

where E is the Iabomtory neutron energy, EL and EH are the
average kinetic ener ies per uc)ron i th~ IiSht ahd heavy

! c/%dt#fragments, respective y, and arc the Csms sections
for the inverse recess in fbe avc%gc light and heavy

tfmf,ments, rcapec ve!y,
ht the ptusent work, the use of input parametms baaed

upon uventg? values of the flsahxt-fka~ent nutsu,charm, mtd
kinetic ener y distributions is ieplsced by dfrrcr UM, on a

fpohtt-by-po nr basis, of the dfswibutions thwtwives,
Followin@ a description of the refinements to our orlgtnal
calculations, in the next seetion, prtiiimlnasy resuhs are
presented and discussed and some tentative conchtsions are
given,

mamuunkkkMtxkl

The energy telease & for mch binsuyfission considered
is given by

E, = M&&) - ML(qAL) - MH(&AH) * (2)

where M is ● mass excess expressed in MeV and c, L, and H
refer to compound fissioning nucleus, light fission fra nt,
and heavy fission fimgmcn~

%
rVely, use of Eq. ( ) Over

the fission &agtmnt mass and c c distributions replaces the
average value <Er> obtained using the seven-point
approximation given in Ref. 1 and used in Refs. 1-5 (note that
in Ref. 2, an exaet calculation of <E@ was also performed),
In evaluating E , (2), experimental masses fiorn the 1986

JAudi-Wapstra d-stream mass evaluations are used where
they exist and otherwise the calculated masses of Mdller and
Nix,T

The total fission-fra
P

nt kinetic ener
l?’

Em for each
binary jlssion coddere is takertJom t e e&whrtcrttal
resuhs of Schmitt et u/ ..8in which Ef is given as ● function
of heavy fim~nt mass,

‘ E~ = E~ (AH) , (3)

ft&all vahtea of AH obsetwd (126 S A 5 166). These
J’Ef (AH) vaiucs ase themselves avera es ua to the flssion-

!fragment dhttibutions In charge P(ZL and P(ZH), for fixed
values of AL and Aq, respectively, Recalt that the binary
fission assumption demands that the sets (AL,AH,AC) and
(ZL,ZH,74) simultane~~l sarlsfy complementarily, Usc of

Schmitt et al,,s represented by
‘~ fi%~= ‘l%a ?value of the total fission-fingrncnt

~e’~~:~~~5~Q&::.way8 ,nticdcdadon

of N(E), The first ay is {n the ca$ulation of the average
Land E , of the li ht and heavykinetic encrgim

fragments, r ? tT es$’%%’bt ined ~y use o momentum
conservation, as before, and are given by

(4)E: “ (A~AL) (E~/At), ~d

(5)ET= (AL/AH) (E~/Ac) .

[n all of our pt-dous work these mrne equntions have been

Lscd, but they have been evaluated using <E~> instead of



E~m,the average central light fragment instead of AL, and the where V,Ot= ~ WA)Y(A) is the total average pmrapt neutron

average central heavy tkagnmt instead of At-t. multiplicity sn; the sums occurr’ g arc over ZL and ZH as well
‘ftE VdUCS of %U ~. akl USCd, mgethm Withthe VtdUCS dS ~ver AL ~ &

of the energy release in fission E,. to calculate the maximum
tcrnperatu%s Tm of the temperature distributions P(T)
rer.mesentintt the corresrmnding distributions of fission-
fr&tnent excitation ener “,

Y
In&E present calculations Wls is The fmt-calcuhtion using the refuwd nmdel summarized

done for each binary Is$ion considered, whc~as in o~ by Eq, (11) is for the spontaneous fission of 2~2Cf. ln this
previous calculations one uvemge value of Tm was used. For calculation, the fission-fragment mass and charge distributions
spontaneous fission, Tm is now given by arc repmented by 28 tkagments:

m
Tm = [~ - Ej@)/a] , (6) (a)

where & and ~m are given by Eqs, (2) and (3), respectively,
and a is the Fermi gas lewd density parruneter (b)

a = A#xxtst). (7)

14 approximately equispaced fragment masses in the
range 88 S A S 164, with a spacing of about 6, in
mass number, and

2 isobars per figment mass, with values of Z that are
the nearest integer values above and below the most
prooable charge ~

previously, the average values ~> and ~fi were used in The contributions to the prompt neutron spectrum from each
evaluatin~ l%. (6). binuryjlssion cmsi&red therefon irdude:

The_cor@und nucleus cross section* for the inverse
process is computed fa the two fragments ocarrin in each

Lbinary da considered. Thus,%= u&ZA), ( or ZH,

t“AL cr H),where e is the center+f-mass neutron energy. The
optical-model ~ntiai of Becehetd and Cheadees9 is used on
a 100-point gnd extending to 40 MsV, as in our earlier work
for the average light and kavyjhsgmenr.s.

Cliven the above refmemertts to calculate the prompt
fission neutron speetnm for each pair of corn~lemerttary
points on the fission-fimgment mass and charge dstribudons,
It remams to combine the rostdta from all conaibudttg airs.

KFor a given fragment mass num&r A, (AL or AH), the c arge
distribution in Z, (ZL or ZH), approxima:e$ a ~aussian
distribution

P(Z) = (V=) exp[-(Z - Z+*A1 , (8)

$where the most probable charge ~ ( or Z“), is obtained
u~ing a corrected unchan

J9
charg distribution (UCD)

assumption due to Unik et .,1

(%L-+)/AL=( ZJAC)- 4’++)/AHo (9)

and where the width pamtncter, c, is given by

c=2(d +*) , (lo)

where u is the average charge dispersion. A value of u = 0.40
i 0.05 is used, which was determined in the experiments of
Reisdorf et td, t 1 for the pre-neutron emission charge
distribution in the therrswl-neutron-inducedfission of 235U.

Given the charge distribution P(Z) for each fragment
mass number A, the contributions from all fragment masses
tire summed. This is accomplished by use of wet hdng

7factors comprised of(a) the fragment mass ytelds Y(A , (AL
or AH), and (b) the average number of prom t neutrons

Iemitted for each fmgtnent mass v(A), (AL or H). ht the
present work, the m-neutron emission ex erimental

\ $fragment-yields of Sc mitt et cd.a are used wtd e average
prompt neutron multi Iicitles measu d as a function of

i ?fragment mass by Wals and Boldetnanl am also used.
Using Eqs. (2)-(10), the expression for thu prompt

fission neutron spectrum N(E) in (he prellmhtary refined
model is given by

N(E) =
T

‘(A) Y(A) P(z)N[E,EP(A),u,(z, A),T&A)]
r lot T (11)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(e)

28 optical-model calculations of the compound
nucleus formation cross section UC(Z,A) for the
inverse process, ush.g Ref. 9,

14 calculations of the e
T

release in fission & one
for each fiqpnent pair, wi values spanning the range
198.061 MeV S & 5236.421 MeV,

7 expe~ntsl valuess of the total fragment kinedc
energy Ef , each $ccoundn ~f~ 2 ‘~;;ls?~
spuming the range 165,91 CV 5 Ef
MeV,

14 calculations of tlw ●vera o kinetic rner y per
! fnucleon, one for each pair o isobars, with such

$:E%:@?E?&Ps?Ys;ri8
the hea

p+
nts having values in the range 0.353

MeV S S ,729 MeV,

14 calculadons of the moat probable charge one
%for each air of iosbars, ielding 7 v~ues of for

L {the light gments and values of 2P for the &avy
fragments,

7 experimental valussg of the !kngtnent mass yield
Y(A), ench aecoundng for 2 fka

r
nt pa&s, spanning

the range 0.17% S Y(A) S 5.55 , and

14 ex rirnental values12 of the ●verage neutron
rmuldn icitv as a function of framrwnt mass WA). one

for e~h ‘h of idw’s, spam~ng the range 0.7 i <
v(A) S 3$9.

Ilte preliminary results obta!ned using Eq.(11) wutt 28
flssiornfiagntents to ex Ikitly reprmat the total fission-fk;

c1rnent mass md charge saibudons are illustrated in Figs, 2.4,
For comparison purposes, a calcvladon of the spectrum repre
duced from our enrller wo# is shown in FI .1. The solid
curve here shows the s ftrum calculated us n Eq, (1), for
two averge frflgmett$s K the ~leld

v
7aka, w th a nuclear

level-density psrametur a = ~(9, .S Me ) obttdned in a least-

~~m:a$~;~~t ~$O~xt??p~ti~~pW?;;~l;2
Mnxwollian s~ctrum (TM = 1,429 h4eV) were used as the ba-
sis for comparison,

In Fig, 2 we show ow earlier calcu!adon again, as die
dashed curve, together with the present calcd wn usin

!?(11), as the soild curve The effects of the !L~Ined mode ca ~
cuhulon compared with the previous model calculation are that
the spectrum is increased ht the regions belows

Jr
xltnately

.4 MrV and above appmxhnateiy 8.8 MeV, an s decreased



m tne mfpon cmwecn appruxunmcly 1.* MC v mu 00 NW v. ~
comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 clearly shows that these effects
arc in eacdy the righrdrecrion to give even better agreement
with the experiment of Poenitz and Tamural 3 than was ob
tained in the previous cslculadon.’ However, it is equally
clear that the mfincd calculation does not ya exactly reproduce
the ex riment. Namely, an even larger increase would be

rpossib e in the low and high energy regions of the calculated
spccfnms. Note that the spectra shown in Fig. 2 are both cal-
culated with a level-densi~ parameter, a = W(9. 15 MeV),
identical to that used in Fig. 1, md also that the reference
MP-~-,. .liisn of Ftg. 2 is calculated with TM = 1.42McV.

The present calculation shown in Fig. 2 is compued
with a recent evaluation of the spectrum by Mannhart~4in Fig.
3. The “data” shown are from the “group avcragea” s~trum
obtained by Mamthart. Again, a reference Maxwelhan with
TM= 1.42 McV has been used. The agreement bCtW=n t.k
present calculation and the evaluated spectrum is not nearly as
good as in the case of the experimental spectrum of Poenitz
and Tttmura.13 A kast-squares adjustment to the Icveldcnsirj
parameter was then rformed resulting in the value a =

rA~(9A0 MeV), whit improved the X2 approximately by a
factor of two. The cotupamaonof this spectntm with the eval-
uation of Matmhart is shown in Fig, 4 using the same refw-
ence FAxwelliaa spccaurn. Although the agreemm with the
evaluated spectrum is impmved, it is again not nesdy as good
as in the cnae of the experimental spectrum of Pocnitz and
Tamura and the unadjusted presatt calculation.

Ithas been shown that the preliminary calculations using
the refined wA! calculation embodied in Eq. (11) yields &n-
proved ugrwnenr with the experimental spectrum of Pocnitz
and Tsunura13and unsud$ii u$reemenr with k evaluated
spectrum of Msnnhart. 14 The dmxepancy probably arises
from two sources. On the one hand, the spectrum of Pocnitz
and Tamum is one of seven experiments used in the Mastnhart
evaluation, Therefore, the differences between the various
experiments making up the evaluation are likely to be at least
as large as the difference between the

r
sentcalculation and

the evaluation. On the other hand, t convergence of the
rcfintii model calculation with the number of fra ments

1!included must be demonstmted. in addition, tl,e p ysical
effects of (a) center-of-mass anisotropy, and (b) explicit
gamma-my deexcitation should both be taken into account.
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